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Abstract— Modeling brain network dynamics is essential in
understanding neural mechanisms and developing neurotech-
nologies such as closed-loop stimulation therapies for a wide
range of neurological disorders. Brain network activity could
have non-stationary and time-variant dynamics, especially when
the subject’s brain is monitored for a long period, e.g., using
the electrocorticogram (ECoG). This non-stationarity makes the
modeling of dynamics challenging. In our prior work, we devel-
oped a framework to identify time-invariant linear state-space
models (SSMs) to describe both stationary spontaneous neural
population dynamics and input-output (IO) neural dynamics in
response to electrical stimulation. Here, we develop an adaptive
identification algorithm that estimates time-variant SSMs to
track possible non-stationarity in brain network dynamics. We
apply the adaptive algorithm to track high-density human
ECoG dynamics in three subjects over a long time-period.
We find that the adaptive identification algorithm can estimate
time-variant SSMs that significantly outperform time-invariant
SSMs in all subjects. Our results demonstrate that non-
stationary dynamics exist in high-dimensional human ECoG
signals over long time-periods, and that the proposed adaptive
SSM identification algorithm can successfully track these non-
stationarities. These results have important implications for
more accurate estimation of neural biomarkers for different
brain states and for adaptive closed-loop stimulation therapy
across a wide range of neurological disorders.

I. INTRODUCTION

Identification and tracking of brain network dynamic-
s is important both for understanding neural mechanisms
and for developing various neurotechnologies. For example,
such tracking is essential in uncovering biomarkers for
neurological disorders such as depression [1] or developing
adaptive closed-loop stimulation therapies, or brain-machine-
interfaces (BMIs), to treat various neurological disorders [2],
[3]. We have recently developed an identification framework
to estimate time-invariant linear state-space models (SSMs)
to describe spontaneous neural population dynamics [1],
and input-output (IO) neural dynamics in response to elec-
trical stimulation [2], [3]. We have shown that the SSM
identification framework leads to time-invariant models that
can successfully predict human electrocorticogram (ECoG)
dynamics [1] and can help develop closed-loop stimulation
therapies [3].

However, brain network dynamics could be non-stationary
and time-variant in some cases, especially over long periods
of days or weeks. Indeed various neurotechnologies, such
as closed-loop brain stimulation systems, need to operate
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over these long periods. Hence the prediction power of a
time-invariant SSM estimated with an offline batch of data
can degrade over time. Developing adaptive models that can
track non-stationarities could improve the prediction of brain
network dynamics compared with time-invariant models, and
in turn improve neural biomarker discovery and model-based
closed-loop electrical stimulation systems.

Adaptive state-space identification methods have signifi-
cantly improved the performance of spike-based closed-loop
motor BMIs [4], [5] and electroencephalogram (EEG)-based
closed-loop systems for anesthetic delivery [6]. In addition to
spikes and EEG, ECoG provides a new recording modality
that has a higher signal-to-noise ratio compared to EEG and
could improve longevity compared to spikes. As such, ECoG
holds great promise as the feedback signal to estimate the
brain state. It is therefore important to examine the non-
stationary nature of human ECoG network activity and to
develop adaptive SSM identification algorithms to track its
non-stationary dynamics online.

In this work, we first develop an adaptive subspace identi-
fication algorithm to estimate time-variant SSMs online. We
introduce a forgetting factor and compute time-variant output
covariances to deal with non-stationarity over time. We use
recursive QR-decomposition [7] to enable online implemen-
tation of the algorithm. We then examine the non-stationary
nature of high-density ECoG data (around 105 channels)
recorded from three epilepsy patients by comparing the
prediction of the time-variant SSM with a time-invariant
SSM estimated with traditional non-adaptive subspace iden-
tification algorithms such as N4SID [8]. Spontaneous ECoG
signals are continuously recorded over on average 5 days.
We find that the proposed adaptive identification algorithm
results in time-variant models that can predict the ECoG
network dynamics better than the non-adaptive models in all
three subjects. Our results show that non-stationary dynamics
exist in high-dimensional human ECoG signals, and that the
proposed adaptive identification algorithm can successfully
track the non-stationary dynamics and improve the ECoG
prediction power.

II. METHODS
A. Adaptive identification of state-space model

Under the assumption that brain network dynamics are
stationary, our prior work [1], [2] has proposed time-invariant
linear SSMs to predict ECoG dynamics. To model sponta-
neous human ECoG dynamics, we write this time-invariant
linear SSM as {

xt+1 = Axt + wt

yt = Cxt + vt
(1)
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where yt ∈ Rny is the observed neural features, which
we select as ECoG log-powers (Section II.B), xt ∈ Rnx

is a hidden state and wt and vt summarize modeling
errors and unmeasured disturbances/inputs, and are modeled
as white Gaussian noises with zero mean and covariance
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i = j and 0 otherwise. Here ·′ represents the transpose
of a vector or a matrix. We can use subspace identification
algorithms such as N4SID [8] to identify the time-invariant
model parameters, including the model order nx, system
matrices A ∈ Rnx×nx , C ∈ Rny×nx , and noise covariance
matrices Q ∈ Rnx×nx , P ∈ Rny×ny and S ∈ Rnx×ny .

The dynamics of long-term human ECoG recordings could
be non-stationary, violating the assumption for the time-
invariant model. Our goal is to develop an adaptive SSM
identification framework to track the non-stationary dynam-
ics. We thus build a time-variant linear SSM as follows{

xt+1 = Atxt + wt

yt = Ctxt + vt
(2)

Here, the system matrices At, Ct, and noise covariance
matrices Qt, Rt and St are modeled to be time-variant.
Tracking non-stationary dynamics is then equivalent to track-
ing these time-variant model parameters. To estimate these
online, we develop an adaptive identification algorithm.
For compactness of exposition, we omit the details of the
algorithm and only briefly introduce some key components.

The core of traditional subspace algorithms such as N4SID
consists of two step. 1) Compute the time-invariant output
covariance matrices Λτ = E[yt+τy

′

t] ∝
∑T
k=1 yk+τy

′

k,
with T denoting the total time of recordings. 2) Estimate
A, C, Q, P and S from those output covariance matrices
via subspace estimation techniques such as singular-value-
decomposition [8]. To implement the algorithms in a robust
and efficient way, QR-decomposition of a particular matrix
formed by the outputs has been used [8]. From the upper
triangular matrix R in this QR-decomposition, A, C, Q, P
and S can be efficiently calculated [8].

Here we develop a modified subspace learning algorithm
to estimate time-variant SSMs online. The key idea is that,
in contrast with traditional subspace algorithms, we estimate
time-variant output covariance matrices as

Λτ (t) = E[yt+τy
′

t] ∝
t∑

k=1

βt−kyk+τy
′

k (3)

where t is the current time and β ∈ (0, 1) is a user-defined
constant forgetting factor. Thus, we update the estimate of
output covariance matrices at every time step, where we put
more weight on the recent data than past data.

Since we calculate new output covariance matrices at
every time step, the QR-decomposition also needs to be
recalculated at every time step. To enable online operation
of the QR-decomposition, we use a recursive algorithm
to update the R matrix in the QR-decompositions. Based
on (3), after straightforward algebraic manipulations, the R

matrix of the current time step, i.e., Rt, can be calculated as

Rt =
√
βG1Rt−1 + G2ỹt (4)

where Rt−1 is the R matrix of the previous time step, ỹt =
[y

′

t−d+2,y
′

t−d+1, ...,yt
′] is the current data vector, with d a

user-defined delay factor, and G1, G2 are Givens rotation
matrices calculated from Rt−1 and ỹt [7]. As the last step,
we extract At, Ct, Qt, Pt and St from Rt following the
procedures of standard subspace algorithms [8].

Together, these steps provide an adaptive identification
algorithm to track ECoG non-stationarity over time.

B. ECoG data acquisition and processing

We collect high-density ECoG from three human epilepsy
patients (S1 - S3) for on average five days (S1: 126 hours;
S2: 111 hours; S3: 123 hours). We record from on average
105 (S1: 128; S2: 114; S3: 75) ECoG electrodes covering
various brain regions at a sampling rate of 1kHz.

We use log-power features as the neural observations yt
(Fig. 1(a)). To obtain the log-power features, we first use
common average referencing to remove common noises.
Next, we use 10 second rectangular windows to divide the
ECoG across time. For each window, we use multi-taper
method [9] to estimate the power spectral density (PSD) of
the windowed ECoG. We then calculate the log-powers of
four frequency bands, [1 7]Hz, [8 12]Hz, [13 30]Hz, and
[31 50]Hz. Consequently, we obtain a high-dimensional log-
power time series, with an average dimension of 420 across
subjects . To have a consistent number of total features across
subjects, we randomly select 300 features as yt (since S3
has the minimum total number of features, which is 300).
Therefore, for each subject, yt has a dimension of ny = 300.
Finally, for each component of yt, we remove the mean from
the time-series to have zero mean outputs.

C. Training and testing of state-space model

For each subject, we divide yt into training and testing
datasets (Fig. 1(b)). Using the same training dataset, we
estimate two SSMs by the adaptive and non-adaptive identifi-
cation algorithms, referred to as SSMadpt and SSMnon−adpt,
respectively. For the adaptive identification algorithm, we
adaptively estimate the SSM till the end of the training
dataset and then fix it as SSMadpt (Fig. 1(b)). For the non-
adaptive identification algorithm, we train a single model
SSMnon−adpt using the entire batch of training data. We
compare the prediction power of SSMadpt and SSMnon−adpt
on a subsequent testing dataset (Fig. 1(b)). Note that we
don’t further adapt the SSMadpt in the testing dataset. This
means that both SSMadpt and SSMnon−adpt are trained using
the exact same data. By comparing the prediction power of
the two models, we show that ECoG dynamics could be
non-stationary and that the SSMadpt can better track ECoG
dynamics in the testing dataset compared with SSMnon−adpt.

To make a comprehensive comparison between SSMadpt

and SSMnon−adpt, we need to 1) use the same model order
nx for both models and 2) compare the models on multiple
testing datasets. To estimate nx, we use data from the first
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Fig. 1. Data processing procedure. (a) Calculation of ECoG log-power
features. (b) Procedure of state-space model training and testing.

20 hours to estimate nx by non-adaptive subspace algorithms
and Akaike information criterion (AIC) [2]. We then fix
nx for both the adaptive and non-adaptive identification
algorithm for subsequent SSM training (Fig. 1(b)).

To compare SSMadpt and SSMnon−adpt on multiple test-
ing datasets, we form “train-test” datasets as described below.
We start form a 40-hour training and 3-hour testing “train-
test” dataset (Fig. 1(b)). We train SSMadpt and SSMnon−adpt
on the 40-hour training dataset using algorithms introduced
in Section II.A. Here we set β = 0.9999 and d = 10
in the adaptive identification algorithm for all subjects.
We then compute the prediction power of SSMadpt and
SSMnon−adpt on the 3-hour testing dataset (section II.D).
After this first “train-test” dataset, we successively enlarge
the training dataset to form multiple “train-test” datasets.
The last “train-test” dataset will cover all the data until
the end of the ECoG log-power time series (Fig. 1(b)). For
each “train-test” dataset, we repeat the model identification
and performance assessment procedure. Finally, for every
subject, we compare the prediction power of SSMadpt and
SSMnon−adpt on multiple testing sets (number of testing sets
Ntest = 22, 17, 21 for the 3 subjects).

D. Performance measures on testing datasets

To compare the prediction power of SSMadpt and
SSMnon−adpt quantitatively, we caculate one-step-ahead pre-
diction error [10] on testing datasets. For a given SSM with
estimated parameters Â, Ĉ, Q̂, P̂ and Ŝ, the one-step-ahead
prediction of yt+1 provides an estimate of the neural features
at time t + 1 given their observations up to time t. This
prediction is given by the following Kalman predictor [10]{

x̂t+1|t = Âx̂t|t−1 + K̂(yt − Ĉx̂t|t−1)

ŷt+1|t = Ĉx̂t+1|t
(5)

with K̂ = (ÂXĈ
′
+ Ŝ)(ĈXĈ

′
+ P̂)−1, and matrix X

obtained from the Ricatti equation X = ÂXÂ
′
+ Q̂ −

(ÂXĈ
′
+ Ŝ)(ĈXĈ

′
+ P̂)−1(ĈXÂ

′
+ Ŝ

′
). We initialize

x̂1|0 = 0.
We define the relative prediction error (RPE) as

RPE =
1

ny

ny∑
i=1

√√√√∑Ttest

t=1 (ŷ
(i)
t|t−1 − y

(i)
t )2∑T

t=1(y
(i)
t )2

(6)

where Ttest is the total number of time samples in a test
dataset. We define RPEadpt and RPEnon−adpt as the RPE
of SSMadpt and SSMnon−adpt. For a particular SSM, we
define the model to have significant prediction power if
its RPE across testing datasets are significantly less than 1
(p < 0.05 in a Wilcoxon signed-rank test). This is because
mean prediction, i.e., predicting the feature value simply
as its mean (0 in our case) corresponds to RPE = 1 and
provides no real prediction power.

Next, to better demonstrate the results, we introduce a
baseline RPE using prediction errors on training datasets.
We define RPEbaseline as the minimum one of the RPEs
of SSMadpt and SSMnon−adpt on the training dataset. It’s
clear that RPEbaseline is a lower bound of RPEadpt and
RPEnon−adpt, since the latter are prediction errors on the
testing dataset whereas the former is over the training
dataset [11]. We next define a normalized RPE (NRPE) as
RPE on a testing dataset normalized to RPEbaseline

NRPE =
RPE− RPEbaseline

RPEbaseline
(7)

Finally, we summarize the improvement from
NRPEnon−adpt to NRPEadpt across testing datasets
by the following error reduction percentage (ERP)

ERP =
E[NRPEnon−adpt]− E[NRPEadpt]

E[NRPEnon−adpt]
× 100% (8)

III. RESULTS

Next, we will show results from an example subject (S2,
Fig. 2) followed by the overall results across subjects (Fig. 3).

First, consistent with our prior work [1], we confirmed
that both SSMadpt and SSMnon−adpt could predict the high-
dimensional ECoG features. For S2, compared with mean
prediction, both models had significant prediction power us-
ing an AIC-selected model order nx of 28. That is, RPEadpt

and RPEnon−adpt were significantly below 1 across 17
testing datasets (Fig. 2(a) and (b), p < 0.0005). Note that all
statistical tests are Wilcoxon signed-rank test in this section.
The same results held across all 3 subjects (p < 0.0005).

Second, by examining some example predictions of
SSMnon−adpt, we found that ECoG data could exhibit non-
stationary dynamics. For example, in S2, we see that the
trained SSMnon−adpt can have large bias in predicting the
true power features in the testing dataset (Fig. 2(c)). We
hypothesize that this bias came from data non-stationarity
since the training datasets spanned a long time-period (at
least 40 hours). Hence the dynamics at the end of the
training dataset could be different from the dynamics at the
beginning of the training dataset. In this case, the average
time-invariant model SSMnon−adpt cannot adapt to the time-
variations and thus has large prediction errors on the testing
datasets (RPEadpt > 1 in these two particular features). To
confirm this hypothesis, we next examined the predictions
of the time-variant model SSMadpt and found that SSMadpt

can largely reduce the bias (Fig. 2(c)). This shows that non-
stationarities indeed exist in human ECoG data.
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Third, by comparing the prediction powers (section II.D)
of SSMadpt and SSMnon−adpt, we find that the proposed
adaptive algorithm can successfully account for the non-
stationarity. For example, in S2, (N)RPEadpt was signifi-
cantly less than (N)RPEnon−adpt across 16 testing datasets
(Fig. 2(a) and (b), p < 0.005). This indicates that the time-
variant model SSMadpt better captured the non-stationary
dynamics than the time-invariant model SSMnon−adpt. The
above results were consistent across subjects. For each
subject, SSMadpt had significantly smaller NRPEs compared
with SSMnon−adpt across testing datasets (Fig. 3, p <
0.005). Across subjects, the error reduction percentage from
NRPEnon−adpt to NRPEadpt was on average 25% (Fig. 3).
These results further confirm that non-stationary dynamics
exist in human ECoG data. The results also demonstrate that
the proposed adaptive algorithm can successfully estimate
time-variant SSMs to track non-stationary dynamics, and can
improve the prediction performance of time-invariant SSMs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we develop an adaptive subspace identifi-

cation algorithm to estimate time-variant state-space models
that track non-stationary brain network dynamics. We ap-
ply this adaptive subspace identification algorithm to high-
dimensional human ECoG data. We show that, compared
to traditional non-adaptive identification algorithms, the pro-
posed adaptive identification algorithm could better predict
high-dimensional ECoG log-power time series in three hu-
man subjects. These results demonstrate that 1) human ECoG
dynamics could be non-stationary over long time-periods and
that 2) the presented adaptive SSM identification algorithm
can track data non-stationarities and time-variations.
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Fig. 3. Performance of SSMadpt and SSMnon−adpt across three subjects.

Tracking non-stationary neural dynamics is essential for
developing closed-loop stimulation systems that achieve bet-
ter treatment of various neurological disorders. Adaptive
model identification can lead to more precise estimation of
neural biomarkers, and can facilitate the design of more
effective feedback-controlled stimulation strategies. In addi-
tion, stimulation therapy might induce plasticity and changes
in network dynamics. Stimulation induced plasticity is a
special case of non-stationarity, and hence the adaptive
algorithm has the potential to also track and account for
plasticity effects. Our results thus have important implica-
tions for more accurate estimation of neural biomarkers and
for better closed-loop stimulation therapies for a wide range
of neurological disorders.
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